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Proposal for a Regulation on the application of article 101(3) of the Treaty on the Functining of the European
Union to categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices SEC(2022) 198 final

*I.C.C.L.R. 424  Abstract
Sales restrictions through online marketplaces (or online marketplace restrictions) have recently been an
important topic within the context of the Turkish competition law. Within this scope, the legislative works
concerning online marketplace restrictions in Turkey bears a significant similarity to the competition law rules
in the European Union. On February 8, 2022, the Turkish Competition Authority published on its official website
the Turkish Competition Board’s decision 1   ( BSH Exemption ) regarding the online marketplace restrictions
imposed by BSH Ev Aletleri ve Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş. (BSH) on its authorised dealers. BSH is one of the biggest
manufacturers of small and big household appliances with a large distribution and after-sale network in Turkey.
The Turkish Competition Authority, carried out a comprehensive and detailed analysis upon BSH’s application to
determine whether its absolute online marketplace restriction on its authorised dealers be granted exemption from
the competition law rules. In the light of its examinations and detailed analysis, the Turkish Competition Board
decided that sales restrictions through online marketplaces does not fall under the scope of Block Exemption
Communiqué on Vertical Agreements numbered 2002/2 and also does not meet any of the four criteria of individual
exemption. As a result, the *I.C.C.L.R. 425   restrictions are granted neither block nor individual exemption. This
decision is of great importance as it clarifies the Turkish Competition Board’s most up-to-date approach towards
restriction of sales through online marketplaces, which, with the  BSH Exemption , has become more conservative
than the one of the European Commission. The Turkish Competition Board, in  BSH Exemption , considered the
restrictions of sales through online marketplaces as "hardcore restrictions", whilst similar restrictions are clearly
not seen as hardcore restrictions under the European Commission’s precedent. This article presents an overview
of the  BSH Exemption  and compares the current approach of the Commission with the approach of the Turkish
Competition Board.

Introduction
With the recent developments in information and communication technologies, online sales channels have been
widely used by the sellers and consumers. 2  Especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, economic and social
activities are started to be carried out through the digital platforms. The tendency towards online platforms enabled
the execution of the trade of more goods and services through e-commerce. The rise of the online sales during
the COVID-19 pandemic therefore resulted in further attainability to market access for consumers. This situation
led to an increase in the competition among firms and enhanced their urge to reach more consumers online. The
online marketplaces, as the multi-sided platforms 3  that serve as intermediaries connecting customers with sellers
in a single channel or platform, 4 , earned a large share from the enlargement of e-commerce.

Recent developments in digital sectors have triggered the Turkish Competition Authority (Authority) to examine
the online marketplaces more closely. In this manner, one of the recent works published by the Authority
is the Preliminary Sector Report on Online Marketplace Platforms (Preliminary Report). According to the
Preliminary Report, global retail sale volumes shrunk by 3% while e-commerce retail sales volume increased
by 27.6% in 2020. 5  The Preliminary Report highlighted that the main growth especially occurred in the
online marketplaces. From this perspective, online marketplaces demonstrate decisive influence over the sector’s
competitive environment 6  and provide a single shopping platform for many categories of the products sold
in Turkey. These online *I.C.C.L.R. 426  marketplaces are mainly Amazon Turkey, Hepsiburada, 7  N11, 8

Trendyol, 9  ÇiçekSepeti, 10  EpttAvm, 11  GittiGidiyor 12  and Morhipo. 13

The Preliminary Report also highlighted that the figures show an important rise in e-commerce activities in
comparison with the recent years, 14  implying that e-commerce will become an indispensable element in retail
trade. The Preliminary Report further emphasised that Turkey is one of the countries that holds the highest potential
in the rise of e-commerce. 15  It is clearly understood from the Preliminary Report that the Turkish Competition
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Board (Board) views e-commerce as a critical sales channel. As such, it could be expected that the Board carefully
assesses the anti-competitive effects of the online marketplaces restrictions imposed on authorised dealers by the
suppliers.

The e-Commerce Sector Inquiry Report published by the European Commission (Commission) also puts emphasis
on the differentiating distribution strategies of manufacturers and retailers, accelerating movement towards a
selective distribution system and increasing restrictions regarding online sales through marketplaces. 16  The
Commission indicated that (i) manufacturers tend to place various criteria for retailers in order to gain more control
over the distribution system of their own goods and, (ii) the restraints adopted by manufacturers vary from pricing
restrictions and platform bans to the exclusion of pure online players from distribution networks.

As the competitive concerns regarding the restriction of sales through online marketplaces increase, the
Commission, with a view to provide more legal certainty to the market players, works on the legal framework
applying to vertical restraints. This legal framework concerns the restraints imposed by the suppliers over
their distributors/dealers. For this reason, an extensive review process regarding the Vertical Block Exemption
Regulation 17  (VBER) started in 2018, which will expire on 31 May 2022. 18  The planned amendments in the
VBER are mostly aim at (i) catching up with the pace of the digital economy, (ii) the growth of e-commerce
*I.C.C.L.R. 427  and online platforms and, (iii) focus on the application of the VBER and the guidelines to online

sales and advertising.

The Draft Revised Vertical Block Exemption Regulation 19  published by the Commission involved criteria
regarding determination of online marketplace restrictions. The Commission framed the mentioned criteria in
the light of the case law of the Court of Justice of European Union (EU), in particular of Pierre Fabre 20

and Coty. 21  The Commission referred to this particular case law because they introduce a clearer assessment
regarding the restriction of sales through online marketplaces. In the light of these judgments, it was embraced
that if such restrictions do not function as de facto prohibitions, they cannot be considered hardcore restrictions.
Correspondingly, the Commission proceeds with this approach even if these restrictions inflict certain limitations
to the online sales that are not entirely parallel with the standards imposed with regards to the sales actualised
through traditional and retail channels. 22

Throughout this article, we will present an overview of the Board’s recent BSH Ev Aletleri ve Sanayi Ticaret
A.Ş. (BSH) decision (BSH Exemption) where the restriction of sales through online marketplaces are considered
"hardcore restrictions" and provide a general comparison of the approach adopted in the Board’s BSH Exemption
along with a comparison with the landmark decisions in the EU.

Turkish Competition Board’s BSH Exemption decision
Following the negative clearance 23  /individual exemption 24  application made by BSH, the Board started its
comprehensive evaluation regarding the agreements between BSH and its authorised dealers in a selective
distribution system. 25

BSH operates in the market for durable consumer goods in Turkey with its master brands, Bosch and Siemens,
as well as its brand Gaggenau. The provisions set forth in the agreements signed between BSH and its dealers
allowed the dealers *I.C.C.L.R. 428  to make sales through their own website but prevented the dealers from
selling through online marketplaces. Furthermore, the agreements also involved various enforcement proceedings
to be performed over authorised dealers in case the restrictions are violated. 26

Following its analysis on information and documents obtained within the scope of the case, the Board assessed
that the concerned agreements should be evaluated within the scope of Article 4 of the Law No. 4054 on the
Protection of Competition (Law No. 4054). Law No. 4054 regulates the scope of agreements, concerted practices
and decisions restricting competition.
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The Board highlighted that the suppliers in some occasions attempt to restrict the sales activities of resellers
through their own websites or through online marketplaces. The Board proceeded with its assessments stating
that suppliers try to justify such restrictions in various ways, such as basing their reasoning behind the restrictive
practices on protecting the brand image and the originality of the products or making sure the quality of the pre-
sale and after-sale services etc. 27

The Board remarked that although these justifications are, on their face, based on legitimate concerns, some
of the platforms providing online marketplaces developed certain mechanism 28  to overcome and balance such
concerns. 29  The arguments presented by BSH in order to justify the imposed restrictions are mainly revolved
around (i) efforts to prevent imitated products, (ii) enhancing qualified consumer relations, (iii) improving delivery
and pre-sale and after-sale services, and also indicated that such restrictions were imposed in order to preserve
brand image of the distributed products. 30  As a result of the evaluations, the Board ended up with a counter
argument corresponding to all the defensive arguments and concerns presented by BSH. The Board concluded
that mentioned restrictions failed to introduce proportionate means to eliminate expressed concerns and were
ineffective in achieving the objectives of BSH. 31

The Board’s assessments regarding the block exemption
In order to benefit from the block exemption 32  under the Block Exemption Communiqué on Vertical Agreements
numbered 2002/2 ("Communiqué No. 2002/2"), the examined agreements should not incorporate any "Limitations
Rendering Agreements Not Caught By Block Exemption", so-called the black list, provided in the art.4 of the
Communiqué No.2002/2. In case where the agreement does not involve any element from the black list, it can
benefit from the block exemption. *I.C.C.L.R. 429

The Board remarked that BSH realises its sales through selective distribution systems. Prevention of passive
sales in selective distribution systems is one of the elements of the blacklist and therefore considered a "hardcore
restriction". In the Guidelines on Vertical Agreements 33  ("Vertical Guidelines") a restriction applied by a supplier
in order to prevent distributors/dealers/buyers from make sales on their own websites are clearly defined among the
types of passive sales restriction. 34  Therefore a restriction adopted by a supplier with the purpose of preventing
to distributors/dealers/buyers from make sales on their own websites is placed it within "hardcore restrictions".
Therefore, an agreement involving a clause which prevents resellers to make sales through their own website is
directly deemed to be out of scope of the block exemption. In parallel to this, restrictions that fall out of scope of
the block exemption due to having a hardcore restriction generally cannot benefit from the individual exemption
either.

Nevertheless, the Vertical Guidelines does not provide an extinct and clear approach as to whether restricting
distributors’ from making sales through online marketplaces may be considered a hardcore restriction. Although
the Vertical Guidelines are parallel and almost identical to the Commission’s Guidelines on Vertical Restraints 35

("Commission’s Guidelines"), Paragraph 28 of the Vertical Guidelines, which does not have its equivalent in EU
regulation and was added to the Vertical Guidelines in 2018, is the primary reason causing such confusion:

"the supplier may introduce certain conditions on the use of internet as sales channels, similar to the ones it may
introduce on physical points of sale or on the catalogues in which the advertisements and promotions are published.
… The justification of the conditions introduced must be objectively concrete, reasonable and acceptable in terms
of the factors such as increasing the nature and quality of the distribution, brand image and/or potential efficiency,
etc. Similarly, the supplier may demand that the buyer only sell through ‘sales platforms/marketplaces’ which
fulfill certain standards and conditions. However, this restriction should not aim to prevent distributor’s online
sales or price competition. As such, a general prohibition of sales over platforms without objective and uniform
conditions and justifications in line with the specific characteristics of the product may be assessed as violations."
36

In light of this information, the Board first explained that similar to Commission’s practice, internet sales
are, generally speaking, considered passive sales in the Turkish competition law practice. Indeed, the Vertical
Guidelines clearly indicates that the sales made through internet or through similar channels are generally
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considered passive sales. 37  The Vertical Guidelines further clarifies that preventing the distributors from realising
sales through their own websites are considered passive sale restrictions 38 . *I.C.C.L.R. 430

The most important assessment of the BSH Exemption has been made on this point. The Board stated that the
restriction of sales through marketplaces (i) means direct or indirect prohibition of online sales, (ii) is against the
"principle of equivalency" and serves as a deterrent factor for the usage of internet by the resellers as a distribution
channel and (iii) restricts the active and passive sales realised by the members (dealers/distributors) of the selective
distribution system to the end-users. Based on these statements, the Board determined that the restriction of sales
through online marketplaces are (i) not based on objective grounds considering the nature of the product and (ii)
not based on any qualitative criterion. Therefore, the Board concluded that the online marketplace restrictions
are considered "hardcore restriction" and therefore, cannot be granted block exemption as per the Communiqué
No.2002/2. 39

To sum up, the Board characterised the online marketplace restrictions as a "restriction of internet sales", even
though the dealers were able to sell their goods through their own websites. The Board based its judgment on the
fact that restrictions imposed on sales through online marketplaces serves a disincentive for dealers from using
internet as a distribution channel. 40

The Board’s assessments regarding the individual exemption
After finding that the restriction of sales through online marketplaces cannot be granted block exemption, the
Board moved onto assessing as to whether the same restrictions may be granted with an individual exemption.

While conducting the individual exemption analysis, the Board determines whether an agreement satisfies the
following four conditions set forth in art.5 cumulatively:

 a)  The agreement must promote new developments and improvements or economic or technical progress
in the production and distribution of goods and provision of services,

 b)  Consumers must benefit from the positive effects,

 c)  The agreement must not eliminate competition in a substantial part of the market,

 d)  Competition must not be restricted more than necessary to achieve the objectives listed in (a) and (b).

With this respect, the Board first assessed BSH’s arguments. These arguments asserted that restriction of sales
through online marketplaces would create efficiency gains. BSH indicated that the imposed restrictions were
essential to protect the brand image and to prevent the free-riding. However, the Board stated that the arguments
of BSH regarding the protection of brand image and prevention of free-riding are not more than "speculative
claims", after the competitors of BSH expressed that restriction of sales through online marketplaces is not a
preferred method for them to reach those objectives. The Board found that the restriction of sales through online
marketplaces neither serve as adequate means to prevent free *I.C.C.L.R. 431  riding and nor preserve the
efficiency of the distribution system or brand image in this case.

Second, the Board determined that the restriction of sales on the online marketplaces is unlikely to provide
consumer benefits considering the fact that online shopping has been widely used by the Turkish consumers in
recent years. When examining the reasons behind customers’ preferences towards online shopping at regard of
physical channels, it can be seen that online channels provide (i) lower prices (ii) wider product range (iii) and
saving on time. The importance of online shopping channels for customers, ones again comes to hand considering
that with online shopping, customers are able to reach different product range with different prices in a shorter
time. The Board referred to the Customer Surveys conducted within the context of BSH Exemption decision and
stated that 56% of the customers that participated in consumer survey and also purchase domestic appliances prefer
online marketplaces. Correspondingly, the Board put forward that such restrictions will have a negative impact on
consumer welfare basing its conclusions on the increasing volume of the sales through online marketplaces and
the preference of the consumers to buy home appliances through online marketplaces 41 .
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The Board also referred to the Preliminary Report and stated that the consumers attribute high level of significance
to the "comments on the products", "comments on the sellers" and the "score of the sellers" in online marketplaces.
Therefore, the Board concluded that online channels provide consumers with better opportunities for price search
than physical channels provide. As a result, the Board did not agree with defensive arguments of BSH which
claimed that such restrictions indeed benefit consumers. 42

Third, the Board remarked that restricting the sales of authorised dealers through online platforms may have a
negative impact on the competition. More precisely, the Board indicated that it (i) would reduce intra-brand and
inter-brand competition, (ii) would have an adverse effect on the entry to the online markets and, (iii) may block the
access to a significant part of the internet sales of authorised dealers. The Board also highlighted that the restriction
of sales on the online marketplaces is likely to distort competition to the detriment of weaker undertakings. 43

Within this scope, concentration ratio of market in 2019 and 2020 has been analysed. The ratio was based on
the market shares of four leading undertakings’ in the white goods market in Turkey. The Board considered the
scenario where all the market players enforces similar vertical restrictions and, as a result, the cumulative effects
of all these restrictions would be able to limit competition in the market. In light of this, the Board expressed that
the restriction of sales through online marketplaces holds potential risk of restricting the competition. 44

Fourth, the Board evaluated whether there is any alternative and less restrictive system from a competition law
perspective that may be adopted by BSH to reach the objective set by the agreement between BSH and its dealers.
The Board determined that it is possible for the suppliers to set rules related to the sales through online marketplaces
for the resellers that would enable consumers to see whether *I.C.C.L.R. 432  the seller in an online platform is
the authorised dealer. According to the Board, it is still possible to protect the brand image of BSH through less
restrictive methods. One of these methods which were exemplified by the Board was setting rules for the sales
conducted in online marketplaces, instead of restricting sales through online marketplaces. 45

In the light of explanations above, the Board concluded that the agreement between BSH and its dealers cannot be
granted with an individual exemption as it does not meet any of the requirements set above. As a result, the Board
determined that BSH’s distribution system constitute a violation of art.4 of Law No. 4054 and cannot benefit from
block exemption within the scope of the Communiqué No. 2002/2 or from an individual exemption as per art.5
of the Law No. 4054. 46

Why this case matters and how it is different than the Board’s precedent body and the European practice

The Turkish Competition Board’s approach
The Board’s conclusion in BSH Decision stated that the restriction of sales through online marketplaces is hardcore
restrictions. This determination may have a crucial impact on the way in which suppliers’ distribution systems
are assessed in the Turkish competition law. As a matter of fact, this is the first decision where the Board stated
clearly that the online marketplace restrictions are considered hardcore restrictions.

The Board’s precedent, in which the Board assessed the internet sales, includes several other important decisions.
However, these decisions did not include any assessment regarding the online marketplace restrictions. For
example, in its Antis-1 47  and Antis-2 48  decisions, the Board examined whether the condition imposing a
requirement to receive permission to resale Dermalogica’s professional cosmetic products via the Internet could be
granted with an exception through justifiable means. The Board found that Dermalogica’s professional products
are sold only in beauty centres and require key personnel specifically trained for application of those cosmetic
products. In this respect, the Board stated that the motive behind Antis’ selective distribution system is based
on the nature of its professional cosmetic products and its requirement to preserve the brand image. To that end,
the Board emphasised that in order for Antis to address end users’ expectations from the professional cosmetic
products offered in the beauty centres, the provision incorporating the request for a permission to sell its products
online does not surpass necessary means required to reach the aim set out by selective distribution system. In the
light of its examinations, the Board decided that both agreements could benefit from the individual exemption.
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In Jotun, 49  a preliminary investigation launched against Jotun, a paint manufacturer. The Board evaluated whether
Jotun determined resale price and *I.C.C.L.R. 433  conditions and restricted its authorised dealers’ online sales
through a prohibitive provision within its dealership agreements. Although the Board concluded that Jotun did not
determine resale prices or conditions of its dealers, it highlighted that Jotun’s selective distribution agreements
clearly restricted the authorised resellers from selling Jotun’s products on the internet. While evaluating the matter,
the Board referred to the competition law rules in the EU, along with several precedents of the Court of Justice
of the European Union (ECJ) 50  (i.e. Pierre Fabre and Coty decisions). 51  As the Board determined that even
though Jotun established a selective distribution system, a provision restricting online sales of authorised resellers
would cause the agreement to fall out of the scope of the block exemption. Therefore, the Board proceeded by
evaluating whether Jotun’s selective distribution agreements would benefit from individual exemption. Following
its assessments, the Board concluded that the means adopted by Jotun surpasses the adequate scope to obtain such
objective. As a result the Board concluded that Jotun’s selective distribution agreements could not be granted with
an individual exemption.

The approach in the EU
As explained above, an absolute ban of online sales constitutes hardcore restriction as per the Turkish competition
law. This rule is not different in the European practice. As such, an absolute ban of online sales constitutes a
hardcore restriction and therefore is identified as a restriction of competition by object under the Commission’s
practice.

Indeed, this is quite clear as per the Commission’s Guidelines. 52  In addition, in the Pierre Fabre 53  which was
brought by the French Court of Appeal for a preliminary ruling before the ECJ and concerned restrictions against
online sales for anticompetitive purposes implemented by a cosmetics firm, it was assessed that an individual
exemption cannot be granted to absolute online sales ban because the restriction on the internet sales did not
provide a product-specific objective justification or reason. Subsequently in Pierre Fabre it was concluded that
the adopted restrictions possessed a characteristic of restricting the competition by object. 54

However, the European approach towards the restriction of sales through online marketplaces was not clear until
the ECJ’s Coty 55  decision. In the Bundeskartellamt Sennheiser decision, 56  for instance, the Bundeskartellamt
examined whether bans on sales made via Amazon Marketplace prohibits authorised distributors from distributing
these products via an online platforms to end customers. The Bundeskartellamt concluded that specified quality
requirements did not serve as a mean to improve platforms efficiency and therefore cannot be deemed justifiable
with regards the arguments based on its effects on product presentation and service *I.C.C.L.R. 434  quality. A
similar approach was also adopted by Bundeskartellamt in its Adidas Germany 57  and Asics 58  decisions and by
the L’Autorité de la concurrence (French Competition Authority) in its Adidas France 59  decision.

In the Coty 60  decision, the ECJ assessed that Coty Germany, a company that is active in the sale of luxury
cosmetics through a selective distribution system, contemplate to facilitate the luxury image of its products through
its selective distribution system. The ECJ determined that the luxury goods are in need of an application of a
selective distribution system for the purposes such as (i) preservation of the quality of those goods and, (ii)
as a way to ensure its proper usage. Therefore in Coty, it was determined that a selective distribution system
primarily designed to preserve the luxury image of those goods does not restrict competition. Consequently, the
ECJ concluded that prohibition imposed by a supplier of luxury goods on its authorised distributors concerning
usage of online marketplaces for the sale of those goods is appropriate to preserve luxury image of those goods.

While evaluating the circumstances surrounding the case, the ECJ also referred to its Pierre Fabre 61  decision
to remark the distinction among two cases. In this respect, the ECJ stated that Pierre Fabre’s products did not
characterised as luxury goods, but cosmetic and body hygiene products and therefore Pierre Fabre ’s practice
were restricting the use of the Internet as a means of marketing. Following its examinations, the ECJ decided that
the online marketplace restriction imposed by Coty Germany could benefit from the block exemption because (i)
such online marketplace restrictions do not prevent the distributors from choosing its customers and (ii) online
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marketplace restrictions are not regarded as passive sale restrictions since the consumers can always purchase
directly from the distributor’s website instead of the restricted online marketplace. 62

In its Coty 63  decision, the ECJ determined that restriction of sales through online marketplaces are not considered
hardcore restrictions as they can be justifiable with regards to luxury goods. The Court determined that distributers’
sales made through "their own websites" and sales made through "online marketplaces" constituted separate
practices and cannot be evaluated under the similar categories. The ECJ delivered its final judgment determining
that online marketplace bans applied to the use of third-party platforms by distributors in distribution agreements
s imposed in relation to luxury goods do not constitute "hardcore restrictions" within the meaning of arts 4 (b)
and (c) of the VBER. 64

One of the points where BSH differs from Court of Justice’s Coty decision is that, in BSH, restriction of sales
through online marketplaces is regarded as equivalent to "restriction of passive sales". According to BSH decision,
the *I.C.C.L.R. 435  restrictions imposed by the supplier on the dealers’ sales made through online marketplaces
constitute a "hardcore restriction". This assessment contradicts with the judgment made in Coty where it has been
determined that this kind of restraints on online sales does not raise hardcore restrictive concerns. However in the
Board’s BSH Exemption, it was determined that it is not possible for such a restriction to benefit from the block
exemption and the chance of being granted with an individual exemption to such practices is also low.

Following the Coty decision, the Commission also clearly indicated that restriction of sales made through online
marketplaces does not constitute a hardcore restriction, regardless of whether the distribution model adopted by
the supplier is based on a selective distribution system or exclusive distribution. In the Competition Policy Brief
in 2018, the Commission stated that "marketplace bans do not amount to a hardcore restriction under the VBER
irrespective of product category concerned." 65

One of the first decisions derived in accordance with Coty was brought by the French Competition Authority.
Stihl, a manufacturer active in mechanical garden tools market, was alleged to restrict sales made through
online marketplaces. The French Competition Authority separately focused on restriction of online sales and
the restrictions imposed on using third-party platforms. Although the French Competition Authority determined
that restriction of online sales generate an anticompetitive practice, with regards to restrictions imposed on using
third-party platforms the French Competition Authority referred to Coty and determined that third-party platforms
restrictions can be justifiable for not only luxury products, but also with regards to other types of products.
Similarly to conclusion in Coty, French Competition Authority finally assessed that the ban on sales of luxury
products via online marketplaces is not a "hardcore restriction" and can also be extended to similar restrictions
applied to sales of non-luxury products. 66

In another judgment issued by Amsterdam Court of Appeal, it has been determined whether prohibition of sales
made through unauthorised platforms constituted an unjustifiable restriction towards internet sales. It has been
alleged that Action Sport sold Nike products on Amazon, contrary to NEON’s Selective Retailer Distribution
Policy (the Policy). Amsterdam Court of Appeal found that the applicability of the VBER to the adopted Policy
does not depend on whether the sold products qualify as luxury products, rejecting the contrary arguments
presented by the parties. Amsterdam Court of Appeal determined that a online marketplace ban differs from
a prohibition of the use of internet sales by referring to the Coty and determined that ban on sales through
unauthorised platforms does not constituted a "hardcore restriction" within the meaning of art.4 of the VBER. 67

In light of above, the conclusion in the BSH Exemption appears to be contradicting with the most recent European
practice, where restriction of sales through online marketplaces are block-exempted and do not constitute a
hardcore *I.C.C.L.R. 436  restriction. With the BSH Exemption, the Board adopted a rather strict approach
towards sales limitations imposed on online marketplaces compared to the European practices.

Conclusion
In its recent BSH Exemption decision, unlike the European practice, and unlike its own precedents, the Board did
not make a distinction between the restriction of online sales and the online marketplace restrictions. As such, the
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Board concluded that the sales through online marketplaces are considered passive sales and restriction of sales
through online marketplaces therefore constitutes a hardcore restriction as per Communiqué No.2002/2. Therefore,
distribution systems restriction of the sales of the distributors through online marketplaces by suppliers in Turkey,
as per BSH Exemption, might be considered a violation of the art.4 of the Act No.4054, since it is perceived as
a hardcore restriction. The approach of the Board towards the restriction of sales through online marketplaces
might evolve in the future based on the approach adopted in the VBER after it enters into force. But for now, it
seems highly risky from the competition law perspective for the manufacturers active in Turkey to prevent their
authorised dealers from selling through online marketplaces considering the latest approach of the Board.

Gönenç Gürkaynak

Can Yıldırım

Çiğdem G. Okkaoğlu

Evgeniya Deveci
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